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INTRODUCTION
In the year 2001 Lord Prof. Momtchil DObrev
developed the Theory of the mafia and Theory of
corruption. All the both theories has been developed by
analyzing the mafia and the corruption all over the
wprld. In Bulgaria, germany, European Union, and
other countires.
In the year 2010 Lord Prof. Momtchil Dobrev
developed the „Theory of Mafiotismus‟ as a new type of
government oriented solely in the private interests of
individuals and private institutions.
Lord Prof. PhD PhD Momtchil DobrevHalachev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-DObreva
developed 2006 “Theory of degree of justice / injustice
/“based on their practice in court, prosecutor's office,
state and especially the practice of Prof. Mariola
Garibova-Dobreva as a judge with decades of
experience as a civil and criminal judge. Prof. Momchil
Dobrev co-founded 2003 Theory of Corruption and
Theory of Mafia and Theory and Practice of Mafia,
which contribute to clearing the Theory of the Degree
of Justice / Injustice.
Introduce the Problem
The problem of justice / injustice is a major
problem in a society. This problem appeared at all
levels of development and existence, it is managed in
one society. This problem appears in the field of state

administration, in the parliament, in the court, the
prosecutor's office, the police, all kinds of state
institutions, municipal institutions. This problem, when
it is huge, destroys a society.
After a comprehensive and complete analysis
of the situation, laws, law enforcement, by all
participants - ministers, prime ministers, judges,
prosecutors, investigators, government and other
officials, police officers came to the creation of this
theory of the degree of injustice. Justice in a society.

RESEARCH METHODS
Research methods of analysis, inspection,
control, of laws, their implementation by judges,
prosecutors, statesmen, ministers, prime ministers, state
and municipal officials and others.
 Analysis of the laws of a country.
 Analysis of all authorities in a country - judicial,
legislative, executive
 Analysis of the implementation of the laws of a
country
 Analysis of managed public resources
 Analysis of the existence of corruption and mafia in
the judiciary, in the state system.
 Analysis of the work of the prosecutor's office as a
guarantor of the existence and development of
mafia.
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Analysis of the judiciary - laws, judges, selection of
judges, development of judges, violations of
judges, disciplinary and other liability of judges,
prosecutors, investigators

MORALITY AND JUDGES
The law is accepted as an instrument for
control and management of society, of public relations.
So the decision and the right cannot be left only in the
hands of the judge, provided that he is given unlimited
opportunities - to break the law, to legalize theft, of
companies, factories, tools, equipment, to terminate
cases. who are from the mafia and who have broken the
law to the detriment of the victim.
Morality is the distinction between intentions,
decisions, and actions against those that are good and
right and those that are wrong and bad. Morality is an
essential part of the standards and principles that are
derived from the guild's code of ethics.







Spiritual value system public values
Career value system
Family value system
Cultural value system
Social value system

Only some social value systems materialize in
the form of legal codes and / or laws.
Therefore, even if a member of a group
expresses and imposes a value that is in conflict with
the value system of the group, certain bodies in the
group may encourage or accordingly sanction this
discrepancy. Our judiciary lacks such a system of
control and sanction entirely. On the contrary, the
system of control bodies such as the SJC and the SJC
inspectorate actually stimulate the non-compliance,
violation, disrespect of the law by judges and
prosecutors.

However, the moral norms and principles of
the judge are uniform, although there are different
moral systems.

The Law and Morals in the Judicial System
According to the Constitution, Art. 4 The
Republic of Bulgaria is a state governed by the rule of
law and is governed by the Constitution and the laws of
the country and “guarantees the rights of the
individual”.

For the judge and the prosecutor, they are
unique and irrevocable.

According to Art. 117/1 / the judiciary protects
the rights and legitimate interests of the person.

Morality is synonymous with honesty, honesty,
diligence, kindness, and righteousness.

Immorality is the other side of morality.
After the law, morality is the second source of
law in countries that have adopted the continental legal
system. If such a morality with the corresponding
qualities is missing, then there is no right and the law is
not realized, is not realized, is not fulfilled.
Ethics, on the other hand, is a branch of
philosophy that deals with moral issues. Ethics includes
and encompasses the moral principles of a society,
culture, person, group.
Morality is limited as a system of duty,
obligation, principles of conduct, diligence.
Organization, society, group, which represent a
standard for human behavior in all situations - group,
family, society.
For society, the actions of judges and
prosecutors require their moral principles and ethical
norms to correspond to the greater responsibility they
fulfill, because they are an instrument of justice in
society.
Four categories of value systems must be
distinguished:
 Personal value system

According to Art. 124 of the Constitution the
obligations of the judges, including those of the
Supreme Court of Cassation, who exercise supreme
judicial supervision for accurate and equal application
of the laws by all courts.
The individual rights of all people, including
their legitimate interests, are also guaranteed.
However, this book proves the exact opposite it is the people of the law who do not obey the
Constitution, do not obey the laws, do not obey the
laws, do not apply the laws, do not follow the laws,
write to each other what their country is interested in.
All this applies to representatives of the
judiciary such as judges, prosecutors, then statesmen,
administration and others.
In this book we will show the violation of
laws, morals, disrespect for the rights of judges and
prosecutors in favor of people close to the mafia.
Why doesn't the Supreme Court of Cassation
strictly and precisely perform its control and
supervisory functions - to review cases upon appeal and
to annul illegal, unfounded, unprivileged, court
decisions in violation of the laws of this country, in
gross violation of the laws by judges of -lower
instances,
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disappear, everything human disappears and there can
be no society of people.
Very often, what is already written in the Zion
Protocols - the purpose of the mafia to not allow
cassation appeal and to disappear the cassation appeal?
What are the judges of the Supreme Court of
Cassation doing in support of these decisions of the
ZIONISTS in the ZION protocols of a hundred years
ago - that Article 280 of the Civil Procedure Code has
not been complied with, they return the appeals and do
not allow cassation appeals.

JUSTICE, ETHICS IN LAW
In the EGYPTIAN "Guide to Pharaoh
Mericare" around 2100 BC it is written: The ruler must
be just and support the weak.
In China, Confucius 551-479 BC. He says: that
people should treat each other "as relatives" and follow
the golden rule: "Do not do to others what you do not
want to happen to you!"
Socrates 470-399 BC thinks the same way.
According to Plato, justice is "the best thing to be loved
by anyone who wants to be happy, both for himself and
for the consequences for others."
Aristotle describes justice as the supreme
virtue. He distinguishes between the two types of
justice: distributive and compensatory.
He states: inequality is a source of discontent
and ferment.
Justice according to Greek philosophers and
"cardinal virtue".
Cicero 106-43 BC. He argues that justice
should be understood as a principle of society.
The law is the principles and foundations of
the philosophy of our existence.
Only in a legal society can there be a
development of the creative, social, life, personal
potential.
Every area of our lives is regulated by law.
Without law there can be no social life.
Zecons without morality are meaningless.
Moral and ethical norms and values are the
laws above the cassocks of a society.
So it is important that morality, ethics in law
does not disappear. Because if ethics and morality

The law seeks to maintain a society in order,
development, real existence, and the instinct that
maintains a society and its life are legal. Justice is an
ethical term. Only in Hammurabi's laws was morality
combined in the laws.
In reality, values must be the main existing
element of the laws.
Today, the meaning and values of values are
not given at all, the lack of values and ethics, of moral
and ethical values, in the laws leads to chaos in the
system, in the laws, in law enforcement and among
professional ethics among judges, prosecutors, lawyers,
jurists.
The unethical behavior of lawyers, judges,
prosecutors, lawyers, lawyers violates the dignity of the
law. Judges, prosecutors must work for the truth to
prevail because the truth is:
 For the benefit of the whole society and all citizens
 It would be wrong and fateful to replace truth with
falsehood and deception.
When justice obeys the interests, the currency,
then the essence of the law and the laws that make up
the system is lost.
Law, moral principles - moral and ethical
principles, justice, regulate the behavior of citizens in a
society.
Ethical norms represent the minimum required
bases and principles of law.
Justice today in the judicial system in Bulgaria
is associated with the interests and who will pay how
much to get with "justice" legally dressed in a court
decision based on their personal interests dressed and
paid with money.
When the right, the law, the justice is violated,
then there is chaos in a society, lack of justice, honesty,
conscience, honor, dignity.
Justice disputes Kant surpasses the phase of
individual virtue and becomes the "formal principle of
the possibility of legal status among people."
Marx dreams of a society in which the rule is
valid: "Everyone according to his abilities, everyone
according to his needs +.
However, if a system is mafiaized as a
structure, functions, life, then this principle is only an
empty system without content and essence.
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Nietzsche 1844-1900 marked the beginning of
skepticism, negativism, and moral criticism.

Corruption - Mafiaization - TRUST / DEGREE OF
TRUST.

According to the American philosopher John
Rawls 1921-2002, public wealth is created by all
citizens and this is the reason why everyone should
share in it. - The "principle of differentiation".

What Depends on Injustice / Justice in the
Judicial System:
 Degree Of Legality - Laws Adopted
 Level Of Application Of Laws
 Degree Of Duality Of Law Enforcement
 Degree Of Duality Of Laws Adopted
 Degree Of Confrontation And Contradiction Of
The Laws Adopted With The Basic Law Of
 Degree Of Control Of Judgments
 Degree Of Equality
 Degree Of Control Of Enforcement Of The Law By
Judges
 Degree Of Control Of Implementation Of The Law
By Prosecutors
 Level Of Control Of Enforcement Of Laws By
Government, Ministers,
 Level Of Control Of Enforcement Of Laws By
Municipal / Local Authorities
 Degree Of Control Of Implementation Of Laws By
Ministers And Prime Ministers By The Prosecutor's
Office
 Degree Of Dependence Of The Prosecutor's Office
On The Executive Power
 Degree Of Dependence Of The Prosecutor's Office
From The Mafia In Its Benefit
 Degree Of Dependence Of Mafia Judges
 Degree Of Breach Of Laws By Judges
 Degree Of Impunity Of Judges
 Degree Of Impunity Of Prosecutors
 Level Of Impunity Of Citizens
 Degree Of Control Of Judgments From The
Evidence
 Degree Of Control Of Judgments - Impacted
Practice
 Degree Of Non-Enforcement Of Judgments By
Judges
 Degree Of Non-Enforcement Of Judgments
 Level Of Non-Application Of Judgments
 Degree Of Violation Of Judgments
 Degree Of Non - Compliance With Laws
 Level Of Non - Application Of Laws
 Degree Of Breach Of Laws
 Degree Of Mafiotization Of The Court
 Degree Of Mafiotization Of The Prosecutor's
Office
 Degree Of Mafiotization Of The State Apparatus
 Degree Of Mafionization In The Local Municipal
Apparatus
 Degree Of Implementation Of The Constitution
 Level Of Exercise Of Basic Civil Rights
 Degree Of Confrontation Between Different
Groups Of People
 Degree Of Confrontation On Religious Basis
 Degree Of Confrontation On A Cultural Basis
 Degree Of Confrontation At Educational Level Census
 Degree Of Confrontation Of Community Njvzh

According to Aristotle, the highest virtue is
justice.
Theory of the Degree of Justice / Injustice - Lag of
Justice
 Injustice at global, national, religious, level,
 When the degree of injustice reaches a critical point
- a lag of injustice - the first lag, the country or
people concerned, or the relevant decision of a
judge is against the law and is evidence of mafia
and corruption perish and disappear.
 Corruption violates every law and does not bear
any responsibility.
 The degree of injustice is directly dependent on the
degree of corruption.
 Degradation of legal consciousness.
 Non-compliance with the law becomes a legal and
moral norm in a country. In the United States, for
example, this was evidenced by judges' decisions
regarding election irregularities in the United States
2020.
 The norm is the criminal model of consciousness.
 Vices become virtues, virtues the object of ridicule
and ridicule and mockery.
 Demographic restructuring.
 Growing inefficiency of social functions
 the growth of impoverishment
Degree of Injustice/Justice - depends on the
degree of MAFIOTISM in a society, the degree of
corruption among law enforcement agencies and those
involved in passing laws, the degree of trust of civil
society in all participants in government - court, state
prosecutor's office, how and whether judges and
prosecutors obey the law, enforce the law, enforce the
law, fail to enforce, break the law prosecutor's office,
state, municipalities.
The degree of democracization of a society
depends on the respective DEGREE OF UNJUSTICE /
JUSTICE.
Formula Justice / Injustice:
Justice / Injustice = Power + Influence +
Relationships + Interests + MONEY / AND + Mafia
structure / internal or external / + Monopoly rights /
rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures +
possibility to make an alternative decision - Obligation Responsibility - morality ethics - observance /
application / implementation of the law by judges /
prosecutors / statesmen - Control / Sanctions -
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Degree Of Confrontation At Business Level Monopoly, Oligopol And Others
Degree Of Corruption With Judges
Degree Of Corruption With Prosecutors
Level Of Corruption With States / Municipal
Degree Of The Mafia

There is a very rapid improvement in the
financial situation of judges and prosecutors close to the
government and the mafia. This only happens in three
to four years. Judges and prosecutors buy homes with
bank loans, just to cover up their extra income as judges
- mostly unproven. The proof of the existence of corrupt
practices and the receipt of bribes from judges is the
fact that in just two or three years judges and
prosecutors repay the loans taken by banking
institutions for the purchase of their apartments. An
analysis of income proves that it is practically
impossible with their income as judges or prosecutors to
pay their mortgages to banking institutions in just two
or three years.
The struggle for who to become a judge or
prosecutor in Bulgaria is growing in size that is not
observed in any profession in Bulgaria. On the contrary,
in Western countries, young people prefer to gain
experience and become lawyers, and only after solving
their material needs do they turn to the judicial
profession. It is even a concrete fact that judges in the
Western countries become persons with many years of
experience as lawyers and at the age of 40-50.
There are cases of acquiring property for
millions of levs as prosecutor Balev - a house worth a
million levs, judges from the Supreme Court of
Cassation, the Sofia City Court, criminal judges in just
two or three years acquire studios for 130,000 euros,
then become chairmen of the Specialized Courts where corruption and the mafia in the country need to
be investigated, not just criminal groups.
Judicial practice is that: According to a survey,
up to 89 percent of cases are bought. There are cases
when the judge himself demands money from the
parties. And which party gave more money in favor of
that country, the relevant decision is made.
According to a study, judges want bribes as
follows:
 28% in person (
 33% of relatives and relatives
 19% through other magistrates
 29% through forging
 Only 2% no answer.
It is a common practice for a magistrate in
court to have a relative lawyer through whom the
bribery is negotiated.

It is also a common corrupt practice that whole
families are judges in the courts. For example, Judges
NEchevi - a family member in the Sofia City Court,
Judge Valkov and - a judge in the Sofia City Court, his
wife a judge in the SRS
Judges in the Supreme Court of Cassation families, relatives
An element of the judiciary is corruption.
Among prosecutors, 33% told a lawyer openly
about informal talks to clarify the amount of the bribe.
Judicial officers sought 43% seeking benefits
with the help of lawyers.
In 78% of cases, lawyers received hints of
money and services.
99% of the lawyers are aware of the schemes
with the mechanisms, the ways of the corrupt practice.
In examinations and anonymous examinations,
how many and in what way and how often do judges
take bribes, regardless of the amount and type of
results:
 Very often - 13%
 Often - 16.8%
 Not very often - 13.2%
 Rarely - 16.4%
 Never - 3%
 The practice of offering high-value cracks - or a
gift.
The corrupt practice of judges in cases filed
against Banking institutions, insurance companies,
financial companies offering fast loans - corruption is
almost 99.9%. Decisions are made in violation of
practical directives of the European Commission,
There is protection for judges at all levels in
cases brought against Baku and financial institutions
There is protection of judges at all levels in
cases filed against actions of persons from the Ministry
of Interior, various state institutions
There are courts that decide professionally on
cases filed against the Council of Ministers, ministries,
the National Revenue Agency and other institutions the Administrative Courts.
The chairmen of the administrative courts are
appointed by the protections of the executive power the prime minister. The former chairman of the
Supreme Administrative Court G. Kolev is close to the
Prime Minister of the Republic of Bulgaria - Boyko
Borissov.
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Corruption practices in the courts: deliberate
distribution of judges in court cases.
Examples of high-level corruption - Deputy
Chairman of the Supreme Court of Cassation Vlahov
issued an order appointing judges to hear cases without
using the random distribution of court cases.
Postponement of Cases
Violation of Laws in court cases in favor of the
MAFIA and persons and companies belonging to the
mafia.
The Practice to issue insane acts in violation of
any laws.
PRACTICE of judges belonging to the mafia is
to issue such acts with such arguments and motives,
completely insane, using the veiling of motives,
meaningless philolofization of legal norms, creation of
PERSONAL CPC by judges - in violation of CPC.
Procedures for Legalization of Mafia Orders in
Court and Prosecutor's Office, Country
The procedure by which the relevant order
from the mafia for theft of property, factory, company,
etc. is legalized is the following:
 In case of a lawsuit - through the court. In the first
instance, a decision is made in favor of the
contract, even if it is absurd, a super-petitum - the
legal grounds are changed, indisputable evidence is
not treated, indisputable evidence is treated
deliberately, indisputable evidence is not treated at
all, false testimony is treated indications. The
relevant decision is upheld at second instance. The
decision of the second instance is upheld at the
third instance - the Supreme Court of Cassation.
Everything is legal.
 Upon a complaint to the prosecutor's office. At first
instance, the prosecutor's office does not even
consider evidence at all, but writes a link decree for
refusal of formation, although there is indisputable
evidence of fraud, theft, possession on a
particularly large scale, use of documents with false
content, preparation of documents with incorrect
content - notarial deeds and others. It is confirmed
at second instance. At the third instance, the
Supreme Cassation Prosecutor's Office confirmed
the second instance.
 In the country. Adoption of a law to legalize theft,
crime, fraud. Last concrete example. The amnesty
law on crimes committed by civil servants and
others - ministers and others.
Examples of the mafia in the judiciary are
some of the following: - a judge from the Sofia City
Court goes to his colleague a judge from the SRS, with
whom they worked in an office in the SRS and carries a
civil or criminal case and states who his people are - be
it the plaintiff or the defendant, - Judge of SRS instructs

a judge of SRS criminal college to bring a completely
healthy person into the insane asylum, - Chairman of
SRS despite the application of indisputable evidence of
violations of a judge of SRS does not comply with the
Judiciary Act and does not take any measures for
punishment or dismissal of a guilty judge, - President of
a court orders judges from the court entrusted to him to
terminate cases conducted by a group of people,
companies or other or the respective plaintiffs to lose
them - the decision of judges who executed the order
and issuing a court decision i.e. complete absurdity, President of the Supreme Court despite the attached
evidence of mafia and crimes committed by judges of
his court does not take any action to fulfill its legal
obligations to dismiss guilty judges, -President of the
Supreme Court executes an order of the executive with
the region In order for a company to lose a case for tens
of millions of levs, - The President of the Supreme
Court, although they attach evidence of crimes to him,
how his subordinate judges "legally" steal property
from their real owners and donate it to a third party for
zero pennies, does not take any action. actions, -The
President of a court orders a criminal judge to convict
an innocent citizen, -The President of a court orders and
actually commits crimes in favor of a large company, The President of a court commits himself to losing
cases against a municipality to injured plaintiffs, The
President of the Court is committed to the execution of
orders of the executive branch and to actually suffer
damages - President of the court committed himself to
banking institutions, insurance companies suffered to
lose cases against the institutions, - President of the
court committed a completely absurd decision of the
first instance to be confirmed by judges of his second
instance, -President of the Supreme Court conceals
committed crimes by his subordinate judges, as they
have made orders, -President of the Supreme Court
conceals crimes committed by his subordinate judges
ruled in favor of the mafia and a militant group against
a victim of theft, -President of the Supreme Court
despite his specialization in criminal law conceals
crimes committed by his subordinate judges.

AREAS OF DISTRIBUTION OF
INJUSTICE
Injustice can be detected in court, prosecutor's
office, state, ministers, executive institutions, regulatory
bodies, controlling bodies, bodies protecting and
controlling the rights and freedoms of citizens, personal
data, discrimination, executive services.
They depend on the mafiaization of a society,
on practices, traditions, political and economic
development, the specifics of a society, the sociocultural environment, laws, morals, rules, norms, morals
and ethics of behavior of citizens, judges, prosecutors,
statesmen, employees and others.
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The sphere of state administration. This includes
government, government departments, and
institutions, local governments, and others.
The sphere of politics-. This includes parliament,
political parties, trade unions, movements, business
and non-profit associations. Adoption of laws that
are unconstitutional and the basic law protecting
rights.
The sphere of the judicial system / judges /
prosecutors / investigators
The sphere of law enforcement institutions /
prosecutor's office, investigation services, police /
The sphere of public services - healthcare,
education, social assistance and others.
The sphere of the private sector - business
organizations, companies both local and
international, global and transnational.
The field of media / radio, television, newspapers,
magazines and other media /
The sphere of the “civil sector” / civil associations,
non-governmental organizations and others /
Justice / injustice is mostly characteristic of the
public sector, but it is also found in the private
sector.
Justice / injustice depends on the mafiaization of a
society, on corruption and the degree of corruption
in a society.

Forms of Injustice / Justice in the Public
Administration
The forms of injustice / fairness in public
administration are the following:
 Failure to comply with a lawful request by a person
entitled to do so by an employee of the relevant
administration. Manifesting in open refusal, tacit
refusal and others.
 When the government or the respective
administration, body, institution is a seller and does
not fulfill the law, it violates the law, not applied by
the law.
 When the government or the respective
administration, body, institution is a buyer or
consumer of certain services and does not fulfill the
law, it violates the law, does not apply the law.
 When state and other institutions - municipal carry
out right-wing transactions, and do not comply with
the law, violate the law, do not apply the law.
 When the executive power controls financial and
credit institutions, companies with
 licenses, companies with concessions, permits and
others, and does not comply with the law, violates
the law, does not apply the law.
 When the executive power distributes limited
funds, subsidies, grants, investments, social
payments and others and does not comply with the
law, it violates the law, does not apply the law.
 When there is a service for granting and permitting
specific activities, permits, licenses and other
regimes for performing a certain specific activity









and does not comply with the law, violates the law,
does not apply the law
When collecting taxes, fees, duties - does not
comply with the law, violates the law, violates the
law, does not apply the law
When collecting fines, sanctions - does not comply
with the law, violates the law, violates the law,
does not apply the law
When state and other types of employees are
authorized and authorized to perform control
functions and to sanction third parties or companies
in case of non-compliance and do not comply with
the law, do not apply the law, violate the law,
violate the law in favor of private interests.
When government or other types of employees
have important inside information and do not
comply with the law, do not apply the law, violate
the law in someone's private interests
When there is non-transparency in decision-making
and implementation of a decision or choice of
decision.

Justice / Injustice in the Judicial System
The monopoly on the judiciary and the
maintenance of public order is the most important
prerequisite for the generation of corrupt practices in
the judiciary and the police.
An important factor is the inaccuracy,
incompleteness, the presence of gaps in the relevant
laws, regulations, procedures, deadlines, inconsistency
of laws, inaccuracy of procedures, violation of
procedures and deadlines in the judiciary, the feeling of
impunity by magistrates, police, prosecutors,
investigators.
Corruption in the judiciary and the police is the
most important factor in the spread, imposition, growth
of corruption throughout the public sector.
It generates a sense of impunity for corrupt
officials, a sense of injustice among the oppressed, a
sense of a double standard of laws for different
segments and groups of people.
The Specificity of Justice / Corruption in the
Judicial System
 The monopoly of knowledge and skills.
 Existence of omissions, inconsistencies between
different laws.
 Failure to comply with deadlines and procedures in
court proceedings.
 Personnel crisis in the judiciary. The promotion of
junior judges, relatives of senior judges,
prosecutors known to senior judges and
prosecutors, etc.
 Crisis in the objective appointment and promotion
of judges, prosecutors, investigators. There is
political influence here, as well as influence from
the executive branch.
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Simultaneous action of incompatible legal norms
7. Existence of a practical lack of responsibility and
responsibility for poorly done work, for an illegal
decision.
Lack of clear rules for assessing the professional
qualities of employees.
Lack of professional traditions.
Lack of limitation of competencies.

Other areas of corruption - in politics, the
economy and the public sector - will not be addressed in
this report.
Manifestations of Corruption Action Leading to
Injustice in Judges, Prosecutors, State / Municipal
Officials
The following manifestations of corruption and
behavior in judges, prosecutors, tax officials, police
officers, civil servants are based on a study of over 137
cases and cases in these areas.
Manifestations before a judge:
1. Interest, 2. incompetence, 3 alleged incompetence, 4
kinship bias, 5 official bias, 6 judicial solidarity, 7
inaction, 8 delayed action, 9 regional bias - bias towards
a fellow citizen - the region, the city, 10 bias towards
relatives by services, etc., 11 bribes, 12 court
proceedings not according to establishments member,
and on another or non-existing in the respective claim,
13 “nagging” - finding any non-existent reasons for
delaying the case or leaving it without motion, 14
others.
Manifestations at the prosecutor's office:
1. Interest, 2 incompetence, 3 bias, 4 imaginary
incompetence, 5 kinship bias, 6 official bias, 7
prosecutorial solidarity, 8 bias towards a fellow citizen,
9 bias towards relatives in the line of services and
others, 10 bribery, 11 inaction, 12 others.
Manifestation with state / municipal / tax
officials:
1. Inaction, 2 taking an alternative decision, 3 delaying
the decision.
4 bribes, 5 issuance of inside information, 6 tenders,
privatization, 7 others.
Theory of the Mafia and Mafiotism In Support of
Injustice in One Society
The differences between fascism and mafia are
minimal. This will be explained in the text below.
State capitalism - is a system in which the state
replaces private entrepreneurs in their role as factors capitalists.
Under state capitalism, all property and all
means of production are concentrated in the hands of
one capitalist - the state, which in most cases is
governed by the party elite and party nomenklatura.

The value added of production is redistributed
by the sole capitalist, the state. It is often called either
socialist or communist.
It is often argued that the countries of the
socialist bloc are neither popular nor social, and that the
economic system is in fact state capitalism.
Capitalism is an economic system in which
production and trade are privately owned and managed
by market economy methods, which in turn follow the
principles of supply and demand. The main engine in
such a system and supposedly "competition".
Fascism - professes the idea of a one-party
state,. Fascism believes that nations and races are in
constant conflict, Fascist governments forbid and
suppress criticism and opposition to themselves.
They are opponents of class conflict.
Fascism is a state government similar to that of
Mussolini, which elevates the nation and the race above
the individual, establishes a one-party system, promotes
nationalism, imposes strict economic and social control,
applies violence, censorship
Principles of Mafiotism - The New Type of
Government in Private and Personal Interests
Leading to Injustice
The state is governed by the Prime Minister, if
the same state is a parliamentary republic, which has set
up and governs each state institution - ministry, state
agency, manages both the executive and the judiciary
through appointments close to him, and governs the
legislature. power - the parliament.
The people are a mob according to mafia.
Principles of crowd management: suppressing the
masses to be guided by petty passions.
Creating problems of the "crowd" - the people
through taxes, high prices, high interest rates on
banking services, management of free funds of middle
class citizens, thus through cunning and hypocrisy
suppress the greatest human virtues - openness and
honesty, which according to mafia are vices,
The rule of law - where the law begins, where
it ends.
Exiled force of law, "liberalized" rights ",
The right of the strong,
Intervenes and removes all existing regulations
and decrees
Mafiaism puts its hand on the laws,
reorganizes the institutions, what is necessary and
useful is only for their goals and aspirations.
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In this part we will consider the main elements,
relationships of mafia theory, seen in the twenty years
of experience in this field of the author. The following
is the author's view of the creation of a mafia theory, its
formation and consideration as a theory. Along with the
main elements of the theory, specific manifestations of
the mafia of specific types of employees are considered
here. These manifestations have crystallized on the
basis of a study by the author of over 137 cases in the
judiciary, tax services, government institutions and
others.
Elements of the Mafia/Mafiotismus Theory are the
Following:
 Structure of the Mafia. It includes any structures
that obey the mafia formula.
 Structural Subordination. This is present both in an
external structure, mostly described as an organized
criminal group, and in an internal structure - this is
about every structure of the state power, the
executive power, the legislative power, the
judiciary. This is subordination chief-subordinate.
Here the hierarchy is strict and the duties are
performed from top to bottom, impartiality.
 Functional Subjection. This type of subordination
of members, employees and others is valid both for
the internal structures - the structures of the state
power, the executive power, the judiciary, and for
the external structures - especially in mafia
structures there is a subordination. In some groups
in Bulgaria there are even ranks - private, corporal,
lieutenant and others, which characterize the
functional subordination of the members. .
o The structures of the mafia are: - External
structure - of criminal groups, of economic
groups, internal structure - state structure executive power, judiciary.
 Connections. There are several types of
connections between these structures that are part
of Mafia: - Connections between internal and
external structure, - Connections between internal
structures, - Connections between external
structures.
 Existence of mafia action - the prerequisite is the
presence of a COMMAND - ORDER. The order is
executed on the basis of:
o Subordination - structural or functional
o On mutually beneficial cooperation / external
and internal /"You carry out my orders - I
support you. You get a post, you get paid."
 Types of mafias: - internal judicial mafia, internal
prosecutorial mafia, state mafia, external judicial
mafia, external prosecutorial mafia, external state
mafia.

MAFIA FORMULA

The simplest model of the mafia, which
describes the factors that affect the size, type and type
of the mafia is the following:
MAFIA = Power + Influence + Relationships
+ Interests + ORDER / AND + Mafia-structured
structure / internal or external structure / + Monopoly
rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures +
possibility to make an alternative decision - obligation responsibility - morality / ethics.
The mafia is typical of both the public sector
and the private sector. The mafia is characterized by the
interaction of the private sector with the public sector.
Interactions between different structures are based on
connections and contacts on a close friendly or
subordinate level of dependence in one structure, be it
an external or internal structure of the mafia.
In the interaction between the two types of
interests and representatives of the two sectors,
especially in justice, there is an order, which is set by a
member of the internal structure by him personally in
his interest or by a member of the internal structure
based on an order from an external structure. For a
selfish purpose.
Mafiotized process is the interaction - the
presence of an order between the members of: -external
group or structure - this is actually denoted by a
criminal group, external group or structure and
members - representatives of internal structure - ie. state
structure or a member of a state structure - be it from
the executive branch or from the judiciary. All
participants are interested parties.
A mafia environment is characterized by
specific givens and opportunities, which are ultimately
set by the laws themselves, the very powers, rights and
obligations of the civil servant or a representative of the
judiciary and a member - a representative of an external
structure. The mafia environment is activated in the
presence of an order from a member of an external
structure to a member or members of an internal
structure, when we talk about the mafia in the country.
The mafia environment is activated when there is an
order from members of one external structure for action
concerning another external structure and its members,
when we are talking about mafias or criminal groups. It
is present when there is a possibility to choose an
alternative solution, the lack of criminality and
responsibility.
The mafiotized environment presupposes the
presence of: -a presence of a wide choice of alternative
solution,, the presence of a wide range and range of
options for choosing a specific solution, -the presence
of inaccuracies, omissions, shortcomings in laws,
practices, procedures, characteristics, -the presence of
opportunity for different interpretation, interpretation of
a specific problem situation.
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Mafiotized Action is present when there is an
order to be executed - an order from an external
structure to an internal structure, or an order to be
executed
Motivation for Mafiotized Behavior is both the
implementation of: -functional subordination and
structural subordination, with the ultimate goal of
benefit - both structural and functional as well as
material and intangible benefits. The intangible benefit
is an increase in the trust of the internal employee or
member to a superior with the ultimate goal - at some
point to ask for a promotion in the hierarchy.
The motives of the mafia behavior of an
employee in the public sector - be it the executive
branch or the judiciary - are rooted in the presence of
dissatisfaction, desire for prosperity both at the
structural level and at the functional level, as well as at
the material level. These motives are supported by
several conditions available to public sector employees.
These are: widespread corrupt practices and mafia
practices, lack of legal channels for tangible or
intangible prosperity, impunity for violators, the
possibility of alternative solutions, the availability of a
wide range and area of solution, fear, subject to specific
pressure. The motives of the interested persons depend
on the area and the sphere in which the mafia action is
carried out - execution of the order.
Some of the typical motives are: -realization of
a profitable for each country economic operation, realization of a profitable for each country
administrative operation, - circumvention and
outwitting of the bureaucratic system in the public or
private sector, -realization of certain personal benefits, avoidance of responsibility , hand washing, -use of
loopholes and inaccuracies of case law and proceedings.
Mafiotized Price is a materialization of both
tangible and intangible benefits expected for
stakeholders. Depending on the variations of the
elements of the mafia, there are different forms,
spheres, scales, mechanisms, types of the mafia. Here is
the connection of the mafia with corruption.
Areas of Mafia Distribution
The mafia can be found in all spheres of public
life.

The sphere of public services - healthcare, education,
social assistance, etc., - 6 /. The sphere of the private
sector,. The sphere of the media / radio, television,
newspapers, magazines and other media /, - 8 / The
sphere of the “civil sector” / civil associations, nongovernmental organizations and others /
The power of the mob in the service of mafia is
blind, unreasonable, unreasonable, serving left and
right.
Mafiotismus suggests freedom, equality,
brotherhood, justice - pushing for debauchery,
drunkenness. Cunning, hypocrisy, violence, robbery and
terror.
Terror is carried out on all vertical and
horizontal structures of the executive branch.
The terror is carried out in favor of the mafia
and its representatives from the prosecutor's office, the
judiciary.
The terror is carried out through the National
Revenue Agency, the Ministry of Interior, the
Prosecutor's Office, tax services, municipal services and
others.
Mafiotismus dominates the most important
factor of public thought - the press and print media, all
types of media - especially television, the Internet.
The thought of the crowd moves through the
press and the media. The role of the press and the media
is to be: to sense the needs, to convey the complaints
and to reveal the dissatisfaction of the people. The press
proclaims free speech. But this is apparent. News events
are managed and controlled by representatives of mafia.
Authority and political decay - abuse of power,
understanding of the pursuit of independence
The impoverished people are in hopeless
slavery, they have only fictitious rights.
The misery of life oppresses the masses. There
are rights in the constitution that are really fictitious, not
real. Which are violated in every way in all laws passed
by the parliament.
Rights are real abducted ideas that never in

Areas of manifestation of the mafia are: -1 /.
The sphere of state administration. This includes
government, government departments and institutions,
local authorities and others, - 2 /. The sphere of politics. This includes parliament, political parties, trade
unions, movements, business and non - profit
associations,. The sphere of the judicial system / judges
/, - 4 /. The sphere of the law-enforcement institutions /
prosecutor's office, investigation services, police /, -5 /.

practice
Hunger and the degeneration of the masses
With constant needs, constant costs, constant
increases in costs, taxes, constant indebtedness hunger, taxes, debts - give birth to a slavish dependence
that rules the crowds, and their hands and minds are
blocked for various other thoughts, Liberalism.
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When the people realize that in the name of
their freedom they make concessions and
condescension, they realize that they are in power and
attack the government. The people are like a blind man
who encounters all kinds of obstacles, problems,
helpless looking for
The power of the mob in the service of mafia is
blind, unreasonable, unreasonable, serving left and
right.
Mafiotismus suggests freedom, equality,
brotherhood, justice - pushing for debauchery,
drunkenness. Cunning, hypocrisy, violence, robbery and
terror.
Terror is carried out on all vertical and
horizontal structures of the executive branch.
The terror is carried out in favor of the mafia
and its representatives from the prosecutor's office, the
judiciary.
The terror is carried out through the National
Revenue Agency, the Ministry of Interior, the
Prosecutor's Office, tax services, municipal services and
others.
Mafiotismus dominates the most important
factor of public thought - the press and print media, all
types of media - especially television, the Internet.
The thought of the crowd moves through the
press and the media. The role of the press and the media
is to be: to sense the needs, to convey the complaints
and to reveal the dissatisfaction of the people. The press
proclaims free speech. But this is apparent. News events
are managed and controlled by representatives of mafia.
Authority and political decay - abuse of power,
understanding of the pursuit of independence
The impoverished people are in hopeless
slavery, they have only fictitious rights.

that rules the crowds, and their hands and minds are
blocked for various other thoughts, Liberalism
When the people realize that in the name of
their freedom they make concessions and
condescension, they realize that they are in power and
attack the government. The people are like a blind man
who encounters all kinds of obstacles, problems,
helplessly looking for a protector - a support that he
does not find when he does not remember to return to
his first position - obediently puts his rights in power.
Speculation is a major form of business and
business relationships.
It is capital that drives the world, and it drives
slavery that rules industry and trade
Weakened public opinion. - Those who think
and oppose, must learn to think, mental forces must be
directed in a verbal skirmish of legal time and
eloquence.
Societies must be deceived and lied to and
manipulated
Chaos in public thought. The civil society is
replaced and replaced by the NGOs financed by the
mafia and the replacement of the civil society is
practically realized and carried out.
To lose in proverbs no opinion on political
issues, and political issues these issues are not within
their competence of society, but only of the one who
leads the game.
Another strategy - the people's shortcomings,
habits, passions, rules of relationships to swear so much
that to create chaos from which there is no way out.
People stop understanding each other and they
don't need to deny the people to think about political
issues and change their solution.
Personal initiatives must also be confronted against each other in order to become meaningless.

The misery of life oppresses the masses. There
are rights in the constitution that are really fictitious, not
real. Which are violated in every way in all laws passed
by the parliament.
Rights are real abducted ideas that never in
practice
Hunger and the degeneration of the masses
With constant needs, constant costs, constant
increases in costs, taxes, constant indebtedness hunger, taxes, debts - give birth to a slavish dependence

Monopolies destroy wealth.
Capital humiliates agriculture.
Increase in wages and at the same time
increase in prices. The increase in wages is not in favor
of workers, because at the same time prices will be
increased, the rise in prices of basic necessities at times
due to the increase in wages.
The representatives of mafia hold the social
forces. They are legislators, they determine the
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composition of the court and they administer justice,
they punish, they pardon, they judge
They hold all these positions in their hands
Mafiotismus holds in its hands the unbridled
ambitious, insatiable, greedy, ruthless of revenge, the
vicious, the hated, the envious.
Mafiotismus deploys state institutions,
education, upbringing, municipal structures and all
kinds of government, creates disorderly arbitrariness,
and affects the rule of law, with liberal disorderly
arbitrariness.

In this way and with these methods, judges and
prosecutors, statesmen, officials, ministers, through
compromising and.
System of Laws
Through audit acts of revenue and other state
agencies, tax offices, which prove violations,
obligations of persons and companies in especially large
amounts, will be kept companies and persons in
subordination, without presenting these documents, and
they will be kept in logs. ready at any time to be
activated and used against the person or company.

Deliberately complicate and confuse the
legislation.

Real Establishment of an Imaginary Opposition
Which will carry out apparent attacks and
protests In reality, the shootings at political and any
level will be in vain and imaginary.

Judges do not comply with the law, no one can
punish them, no one wants to punish judges, and there
is no institution to punish them, to sanction them, to
dismiss them.

Coverage and Legalization of Performance by
the Mafia in the Prosecutor's Office

Mafiotismus and its representatives at the state
level create support and support the Process of God's
Chosen in Court and Prosecutor's Office. Judicial acts
are issued that distort the interpretations, contradict the
law and its proper implementation.
Exhaustion of the population and citizens in
their own daily problems of survival.
Disenfranchisement of the population. Real
deprivation of the rights and freedoms of citizens
demonstrated in the constitutions and their replacement
in another by-laws in lawlessness.
Real destruction of the freedoms of the citizens
in the other laws and the real depersonalization of the
rights and freedoms of the citizens in the constitution.
This leads to the seizure of all rights, it is done
so that the laws will prohibit and allow only that, which
is in the interest of the mafia and their personal interest.
The entire press and all the media are closely
controlled by mafia people.
Persons with a different opinion will not be
allowed to go to the media, television, radio,
newspapers, magazines,.
Public Resource Control System
Literature and journalism are the two most
important educational forces. The mafia will become
the owner of almost 100 percent of the media television, radio, newspapers, magazines, which control
about 90-95 percent of the population.
Compromise System

In order for the mafia to work in the
prosecutor's office, the top of this organization should
be a person to serve the mafia.
Distraction from Important Policy Issues
Determination
Serious Issues.

of

Public

Attention

from

Killing the Laws, the Prestige of the Power of
the Law.
 Failure to comply with the law.
 Breaking the law to the detriment of competitors,
enemies of the mafia.
 Legalization of crimes committed by prime
ministers, ministers, people of the mafia.
 Free interpretation of laws.
 The free implementation of the laws depending on
the client, the people and the companies of the
mafia.
 Resolving lawsuits in favor of the mafia and people
mafia in complete violation of laws and principles
of law.
Creation of Laws That Will Legalize
Repression and Lawlessness and Rackets and Extortion
of Companies by the Mafia - The Government.
Execution of Mafia Orders in All Courts.
The Administrative Courts Will Legalize The
Crimes of The Executive, The Government, The
Ministers, and The Prime Minister.
The Administrative Courts Will Terminate the
Cases against State Institutions, Ministries, Ministers,
Minister-Presidents, - Executive
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Appointment of Judges and Prosecutors in Favor of the
Mafia.
Establishment of Institutions That Will Cover Up
Crimes, Violations of Laws by Judges and
Prosecutors
Judges carry out only orders of the mafia,
honest citizens and companies to lose cases.
The extortion of judges takes place only on the
basis of the execution of mafia orders.
Election of judges and prosecutors only after
the acceptance of orders, exclusion of an agreement that
they will execute orders of the mafia.
The application of the law by judges and
prosecutors will follow the principle of mafia
procurement, not the application of the law.
Judges and prosecutors are appointed only if
they belong to the mafia.

Criminal cases against people who oppose the
government's mafia will be resolved in violation of the
laws to their detriment and their destruction - both
intellectually, physically, mentally.
A halo of government infallibility and "nonviolation" of the laws will be built.
A system of infallibility of the laws by the
government will be created, despite their widespread
violation.
Violation of the law, the rights and freedoms
of citizens by the government, ministers, state
institutions, will go unpunished by both the court and
the prosecutor's office.
Appointment of the Prosecutor General and
prosecutors by members of the mafia and the
government - personally by the Prime Minister.

Establish institutions and inspectors that will
not punish lawlessness and crimes committed by mafia
courts and prosecutors.

In this way it will be ensured that for any
violation, violation of the laws, commission of crimes
under the Criminal Code will not be punished by a court
and prosecutor's office.

The fear of not being promoted, not being
promoted to the rank of judge or prosecutors.

The guilty members of the mafia will be
acquitted.

Creating conditions for raising and raising
judges, police officers and prosecutors in rank - the only
execution of mafia orders.

For the same cases, opponents of the mafia
will be punished in violation of any laws.

Destruction of Fear and Death in Court,
Prosecutor's Office Ministry of Internal Affairs
Creation of Fear and Unbearable Obedience to all
and everything only in Favor of the Mafia.
Absolutism as a Principle of Power
Removal of the Law of Cassation
In the Bulgarian art. 280 of the Civil Procedure
Code Inclusion of the right of cassation in the power
of the ruler and the mafia
The press will fall under strict censorship of
the mafia only in its favor.
Real use of all media tools and the press for the
benefit and interests of the mafia.
Different treatment of laws by judges and
prosecutors.
Criminal cases against people belonging to the
mafia will be decided in their favor in violation of any
legal provisions.

The ultimate goal is to ruin human lives,
businesses, entire families.
The goal will be theft and misappropriation of
businesses, real estate, mafia competitors.
State agencies will comply with the regulations
- even verbally from the prime minister and his
ministers in violation of any law.
Centralized Governance of the state - by the
mafia, starting with the Prime Minister.
Centralized management and control of
ministers by the Prime Minister. Control of the actions
and decisions of the ministers by employees of the
Prime Minister.
Control and management of all public
procurements, appointed by one ministry, by people
from the mafia and the Prime Minister. Control and
management of all public procurements to be won by
companies close to the mafia, respectively by the Prime
Minister and his ministers.
Preparation of the conditions of each public
procurement to be satisfied as mandatory conditions
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only by a mafia company and a company close to the
Prime Minister and his ministers.
Creating a mechanism for renegotiating the
terms of the public procurement won by a mafia
company, with the aim of raising the price of the public
procurement indefinitely.
Creating a mechanism of only winning the
public procurement by a company close to the mafia
and raising the price indefinitely.
The people are a crowd and we need to create a
system, to become more stupid to have more problems
with administration, management - tax, property,
indebtedness, so as not to look at the problems of
society and. The problems - HIGH LOANS, High
interest rates, expensive food, expensive value of
services.
Rules of the Mafia for Government services,
institutions, civil servants, judges and prosecutors and
others.
Analysis of the Model of Mafiotismus all over the
World
The foundation of this operating model of
MAFIOTISMUS principle:
Appointed by the mafiotismus that controls a
state, ministers, civil servants and others who have data
and evidence of wrongdoing in their field of work,
crimes in which they have passed each other and one of
the mafia has helped them to pass.
These are different cases such as gross
violations of tax legislation - tax evasion, concealment
of profits, tax evasion, and others - ie held by the
officers of the NRA and accordingly entered into force
the decisions of the NRA, which
Crimes in the penal code - various offenses
under the Criminal Code under which the pre-trial
proceedings were discontinued.
Hidden sexual orientation - Family with
children with hidden sexual orientation.
The mafiotismus based on just these basic as
understanding is the following:
 I have appointed and appoint thy family, thy people
in state structures
 Preparation of contracts from the eligibility of
candidates and requirements of the candidates so
close candidate of the party man, to win the
contract.
 Preparing the procurement of the conditions, so that
only Candidate Middle party man to win this
contest, auction or other contract.

Mafiotismus mainly adopt such laws that they
do not pursue relevant leaders of state structures,
institutions and others. This is the guarantee of the
mafiotismus. It creates laws to make in law violations
and their crimes. To legitimize their crimes, and no
problems with the justice system - the courts,
prosecution, it should mafiotismus to appoint their
relatives Chief Prosecutor for prosecutors at all levels
and in all offices across the country. Mafiotismus
appointed to positions of responsibility in the judiciary
and judges loved ones to party mafia leadership
positions. Of leadership positions in the courts - the
final authority appointed people close to political mafia.
This avoids any complaints of crimes committed by
people of mafiotismus in the entire state. It is done at
all levels of prosecution. Expressly legislate to not
pursue committed by prosecutors and judges crimes
mentioned in the constitution if Republic accepted that
members not to pursue the commission of offenses by
judges and prosecutors. This legitimized lawlessness,
corruption, mafiotismus. In the judiciary are appointed
judges to serve only orders to give a judgment in favor
of our person, our company. By the court and the
prosecution is actually legitimize the theft of factories,
companies.
By the court and the prosecution is done so
that the right people, the right companies mafia in the
lists of creditors are claimants and others.
By being anywhere any law of a company or
person cannot lead a lawsuit against prosecution for its
inaction on the reluctance to reveal crimes committed
by notaries, the Judges prosecutors?
By being anywhere law a company or person
can not lead a lawsuit against prosecution for its
inaction on the reluctance to reveal crimes committed
by notaries, the Judges prosecutors of companies close
to the mafia who steal targets companies with assets
worth billions. This is done by pressure from internal
services - police, agents, government officials and
officials of the National Revenue Agency, tax offices,
municipal offices.
Accepted such laws if there is an order from
the Mafiotismus throuth the mafia to tax and other
authorities, including police, the individual can not
complained of any institution, structure and you state
institutions; th.
Just mafiotismus throuth the political mafia
secures not only institutions, government, municipal
racketeering and extortion, pressure, squeezing,
extortion of embarrassing, but persecution by such
institutions only and only to be withdrawn illegally
ownership of honest people and companies .
The mafiotismus trought the political mafia all
over the world works with financial institutions - banks,
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insurance companies, pension funds and others. There
are also laws that serve the interests of these financial
behemoths - banks, insurance companies, agencies, tax
authorities and others. Through these financial
institutions and laws to be adopted in their favor, using
even the structure of enforcement, thus stealing
property owned - companies, factories and others on the
"inconvenient" individuals and companies. Which does
not enter and is not willing to give and transfer property
ownership, he is pursued by illegal means as political
mafia use any structures -prokurori to raise absurd
accusations that prosecutors themselves to commit
crimes against civilians just to perform the contract
Mafia. If the IRS can not achieve this pressure and
racketeering, which lead to a positive result of the
mafia, which through racketeering and extortion to
perform the contract, it includes not only prosecutors to
raise illegal and absurd accusations in making overt
crimes . In extreme cases are activated state structures police and specific individuals to perform the contract the murder of the "inconvenient" individuals.

order certifies obligatory between 30 and 35% of the
value to the people of the government.

The Prosecutor's Office in Bulgaria
Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov has been
appointed by Prime Minister Boyko Boriesov and his
term is from 2013 to 2019. Including. This is also
confirmed by the city prosecutor of Sofia Nikolay
Kokinov.

1.

None of the prosecution and personally the
Chief Prosecutor Sotir Tsatsarov investigate crimes of
ministers - how Minister Pavlova allows the sale of
property to state companies at prices - 4 06 times the tax
assessment, how the Council of Ministers 2010 has
taken permission to give a private concession to a
relative to management company. The goal is to steal
the land.
Back in 2009, Mayor Borissov announced that
he would build super cities. And the same land is
privately owned by private individuals.
Prosecutors are not investigating how private
bailiffs circumvent the law and obligations to stateowned companies and instead damage the state budget
by more than 15m euros from selling properties to stateowned companies. This is pure theft.
As early as 2009, under programs of the
European Commission for allowed 700 million euros
for the repair of the railway network of the railway
transport, they were transferred to the projects for the
construction of highways. There, the crab is on average
between 30-45 %% of their value. The repairs start
immediately 4-8 months after the lots on the highways
stop. Ie there is theft.
In reality, all these public orders are managed
by the ruling party of the Prime Minister. Each notarial

Supreme Administrative Court with appointed
chairmen of the Supreme Administrative Court, former
criminal judge of the Sofia City Court Georgi Kolev
and Cholakov, who serves the executive branch.
No lawsuit filed against the Council of
Ministers for lawlessness filed against the Ministry of
Interior for inaction by the police regarding the theft of
slot machines and bingo equipment by a judge from the
Sofia City Court, as the machines were found by the
State Gambling Commission. where won in the SAC.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we also prove how a fairness /
injustice can be measured and on the basis of which
invoices that affect it.
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